Wedding
Packages
My relaxed approach to wedding photography
stems from the experiences I’ve amassed
photographing hundreds of weddings. Wedding
couples and their families alike are free to enjoy
the fun and celebrations of the day, because my
expertise is on offer from the planning stages
right through to the delivery of the ‘print ready’
high resolution image files.
Commissioning a wedding photographer
relies on three key factors: price, product and
personality. The packages outlined here have
been created to suit a variety of tastes and
budgets. However this price list can only briefly
outline two of the three key factors. In order to
fully appreciate what’s on offer couples also need
to personally relate to their photographer. If you’d
like to meet with me, please phone to make an
appointment where you’ll have the opportunity to
discuss your wedding day plans and view further
samples of my work.

Darren Henderson
0419 391 261
info@imagingaspects.com
www.imagingaspects.com

Photo Packages

Custom Album Package

Wedding Essentials: 3 hours

In addition to photography coverages, audiovisual
videos and thehigh resolution image files, Imaging
Aspects also offers beautifully crafted wedding
albums that will showcase your treasured
memories for generations to come.

A compact three hour coverage which will ensure
the creative documentation of your day’s most
important aspects. With the Wedding Essentials
coverage, the photography begins half an hour
before the ceremony. Beyond the ceremony the
coverage includes the families and newlywed
photographs. Importantly the atmosphere of your
day is captured with no limit on the number of
photographs taken. However, there is a minimum
service time of three hours.
This package includes 3 hours of coverage and
the subsequent production of the ‘print ready’ high
resolution image files.

• $1,650
(Time can be added for $396 p/hr. This price represents
one hour of photography and three hours of subsequent
post-production.)

Classic Coverage: 6 hours

The photography service begins with the groom’s
and the bride’s preparations, and then culminates
during the early stages of the reception. On location
the bridal party can visit creative locations, where
they’re encouraged to bring drinks to enjoy during
a relaxed photo session.
This package includes 6 hours of coverage and
the subsequent production of the ‘print ready’ high
resolution image files.

• $2,838
(Time can be added or subtracted at a rate of $396 p/hr.
This price represents one hour of photography and three
hours of subsequent post-production.)

Audiovisual Videos
Presenting the photos as an audiovisual video
is an entertaining way to view the story of your
wedding day. This HD presentation incorporates a
chapter of wedding highlights, along with the entire
photography coverage as a full length feature.

• $440

Panorama Album

This designer album includes your choice
of photographs bound into a modern ‘graphite’
covered 17x14 inch album. This luxury panorama
album incorporates 24 pages (12 leaves) of custom
mounted photographs. The album comfortably
allows for up to six prints per page. Additional
pages can be added.
For a 24 page custom designed album to be created
couples attend an album planning session, where
the newlyweds choose their favourite photographs
and Imaging Aspects finesses the album design.

• $1,100 inc. 24 pages of mounted photographs.
(When pages are added at the album planning session, they are
added two pages at a time. Two extra pages = $220 includes:
mounts, assembly & prints)

Digital Album Pages are custom designed layouts
with a magazine style feel. A digital page is the
tiling of multiple images onto an album page
without a traditional mat. Due to customized nature
of digital layouts they are NOT standard within
the custom album package listed above. Custom
designed digital layouts are $220 for one page/side.
•	Four extra hours of reception coverage is an
additional $1584 (inclusive of subsequent image processing).
•	Travel outside of the Melbourne metropolitan
area is priced from $110.
•	A $500 deposit is required to secure the date
and confirm your wedding package.
•	Balance of package is payable prior to your
wedding date (10 working days before).
•	Copyright of the photographs remains with the
client (Although the photographer reserves the right to use
your images in his portfolio for private viewing).

Create Your Own
Wedding Package

Darren Henderson
0419 391 261
info@imagingaspects.com

The ‘Wedding Packages’ outlined on the standard price list are the result of
popular demand. However, feel free to create your own photography package
by simply adding together the elements you’d like from the flow chart below.

$440

$396

Groom’s Preparations (1hr)
& Subsequent Image
Processing (3hrs)

Photos presented
as HD Audiovisual

$396

First Hour of Reception
& Subsequent Image
Processing (3hrs)

$1650

3 Hours of photography
(minimum service time)

Post-production, client meetings,
drive time & administration.

$396

$1584

Bride’s Preparations (1hr)
& Subsequent Image
Processing (3hrs)

Four Additional Hours of
Reception Coverage

$1100

(includes image processing)

24 Page
Panorama Album
(17x14 inches)

Photography Coverage

Digital Media

Album Option

